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$ 94.13 (Amended] standards for uranium and thorium mill American Mining Congress (AMC), the
6. In S 94.13, in the introductory text, tailings sites licensed by NRC or one of Environmental Defense Fund (EDF), and

the first sentence is amended by adding its Agreement States. Final standards the Natural Resources Defense Council
" Austria," immediately before "The were published on September 30,1983 (NRDC). In addition, AMC, the NRC,

llahamas,"; by adding a comma (48 FR 45926), and codified in 40 CFR and others filed an administrative
immediately after " Yugoslavia"; by part 192, subparts D and E. On October petition for reconsideration of subpart
removing the words "$ 94.12(a); are 16,1985 (50 FR 41852), NRC published T. Among the concerns of these parties
r ountries which" and adding the words amendments to 10 CFR part 40 to was the argument that the overlap

"$ 94.12(a), are countries that" in their conform its rules to EPA's general between EPA's subpart D of 40 CFR part

plar.e; and by removing the words "or standards in 40 CFR part 192, as it 192 (based on the Uranium Mill Tailings
which have a common border with such affected matters other than ground water Radiation Control Act (UMTRCA)) and
countries; or which" and adding the protection. Both NRC and EPA subpart T of 40 CFR part 61 (based on

words "have a common border with regulations included a design standard the CAA) resulted in regulations that are

such countries; or"in their place, requiring that the tailings or wastes from unnecessarily burdens %e and
mill operations be covered to provide duplicative. Among other things, the

Done in Wohington. DC. this 25th day of reasonable assurance that radon industry also alleged that robpart T was
p 3yyt released to the atmos here from the unlawful because it was physically
tonnie I. King, tailings r wastes wil not exceed an impossible to come into compliance
Ading Administrator. AnimalandPlant average of 20 picocuries per square with subpart T in the time required. In
H,aohh Inspntion Seruce. meter per second (pCi/m2s) for 1000 November 1990, Congress amended the
(FR Doc. 94-13291 Filed 5-31-94. 8 45 ami years, to the extent reasonably CAA by including a new provision,

Iemo coon 2" achievable, and in any case, for 200 section 112(d)(9). This provision
years. authorized EPA to decline to regulate_ _ _ _ _ - - -

"
NUCLEAR REGULATORY NR s c nf m n st a s of 1985 en nd te f PA ound,
COMMISSION established compliance schedules to by rule, after consultation with NRC,

ensure that the tailings piles would be that the regulatory program
10 CFR Part 40 expeditiously closed and the 20 pCi/m2s implemented by NRC protects the

,

RIN 3150-AE77 standard would be met within a public health with an ample mant n ofi
reasonable period of time. Criterion 6 of ""r @Uranium Mill Tailings Regulations;~ appendix A to part 40 was initially only In July 1991, EPA. NRC, and the

Conforming NRC Requirements to EPA a design standard and did not require affected Agreement States began
Standards verification that the radon releases meet discussions concerning the dual

this " flux standard " regulatory programs established underAGENCY: Nuclear Regulatory In response to the separate UhfrRCA and the CAA. In OctoberCommission. requirements of the Clean Air Act 1991, those discussions resulted in aACTION: Final rule * (CAA), EPA promulgated additional Memorandum of Understanding (MOU)
SUMMARY: The Nuclear Regulatory standards in 40 CFR part 61 (subpart T between EPA, NRC. and the affected

for non-operational sites) to ensure thatCommission (NRC) is amending its
regulations governing the disposal of the piles would be closed in a timely Agreement States. The MOU outlines

,

manner (December 15,1989: 54 FR the steps each party would take to both
uranium mill tailings. These changes
conform existing NRC regulations to 51654). This regulation applies only to eliminate regulatory redundancy and to

uranium mill tailings and requires,in ensure uranium mdl tailings piles are
regulations published by the addition to the flux standard of 20 pCi/ closed as expeditiousl as practicable.
Environmental Protection Agency m2s, that once a uranium mill tailings (The MOU was publis ed by EPA on
(EPA). The conforming amendments are

P o or impoundment ceases to be October 25,1991 (56 FR 55434) as partilintended to clarify the existing rules by perational,it must be closed and of a proposal to sta subpart T.) The
ensuring timely emplacement of the brought into compliance with the Pnmary purpose o the MOU is to
final radon barrier and by requiring standard within two years of the ensure that the owners and operators of
appropriate verification of the radon effective date of the standard (by all disposal sites that have ceased ,

flux through that barrier. This action is
rela ed to another action by EPA to December ,15,1991) or within two years operation and those owners and

of the day it ceases to be operational, operators of sites that will cease
rescind its National Emissions Standard whichever is later. If it were not operation in the future effect
for llaza:dous Air Pollutants physically possible for the miil owner or emplacement of a final earthen cover to
(NESilAPs) for radon emissions from perator to complete disposal within limit radon emissions to a flux of no
the licensed disposal of uranium mill that time, EPA contemplated a more than 20 pCi/m s as expeditiouslyr

tailings at non-operational sites. negotiated compliance agreement with as practicable considering technological
EFFECTIVE DATE: Th.s regulation the mill owner or operator pursuant to feasibility. The MOU presents a goal

, becomes effective on July 1,1994. EPA's enforcement authority in order to that all current disposal sites be closed
,

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: assure that disposal would be and in compliance with the radon
Catherine R. Mattsen, Office of Nuclear completed as quickly as possible. emission standard by the end of 1997 or
Regulatory Research. U.S. Nuclear Subpart T of 40 CFR part 61 also within seven years of the date on which
Regulatory Commission, Washington, requires testing for all piles within the existing operations cease and standby
DC 20555, telephone (301) 415-6264. facility to demonstrate compliance with sites enter disposal status. The

the emission limit and specifies attachment to the MOU lists specific
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORWATION:

reporting and recordkeeping associated target dates for completing emplacement
llackground with this demonstration, of final earthen coven, to limit radon

On April 29,1983 (48 FR 19584). EPA Subpart T was challenged by a emissions from non-operational tailings

proposed general environmental number of parties including the impoundments. These target dates were
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based on consultations with the those amendsnents to 40 CFR y 192. emplacanent determination of radon
licensed mill operators. subpart D, were properly imp.emented flux will serm as confirmation that the

On December 31,1991. the EPA Igy NRC and the Agreement States to design of the cover is working as
published three Federal Ergister ensure specific. enforcable clo6ure intended. EPA's inne 8.1993 (58 FR
notices: a final rule to stay the schadules and radon level innminring, 32174), notice of proposed rubmaling
effeciveness of 40 CFR part 61, subpart the NRC's regulatory pmgrara far non. and its November 15.1993 (58 FR
T, as it applies to owners and operators operational uranium mill tailings piles 60340), notice of final rulemaking
of uranium mill tailings disposal sites would prusca the public balth with an provide dedalled discussion of the
licensed by the NRC or an Agmement ample margin of safety. The EPA also rationale for the action and the
State (56 W 67537); a proposed rule to notad its intent to pubhsh a proposed legislative and regulatory history
rescind 40 CFR part 61, subpart T. as it finding for public comsment on whether leading to its proposal
applies to uranium mill tailings disposal the NRC pr ain protects public health

Coorda.aison With Affected NRCsites beensed by the NRC or an with an amp margm of safety tefore
Agreement State {56 W (17561); and an taking final action on rescission of 40 ^EI''*'"I #8

advance notice of proposed rulemaking CFR part St. subpart T. The affected Agnemont States of
to amend 40 CFR part 192. subpart D, On November 3.1993 (58 FR 58G57). Colorado. Texas. and Wa6hingtou.as
to require that site closure occur as the NRC published a proposed revision well as the State of lilinois. were
expeditious 1v as practicable considering to appendix A of part 40 intended to provided a draft of the proposed rule
toctmokigical feasibility and io add a conform 1o EPA's proposed revisions to before its promulgation. These States'
demonstration of compliance with the 40 CFR part 192. subpart D. On comments and the Commission's
design standard for redon releases (50 November 15,1993 (58 FR 60340). the responses were discussed in th notim
FR 675691. W stay of effectiveness of EPA published a final e.&ctive rule of proposed rulumaking of Novemkr 3.
subpart T is to ternain in e&ct until amending 40 CFR part 192, subpart D. 1993 (58 FR 58657). Copies of that
EPA takes final action to rescind subpart This finalamendment to appendix A of notice were sant to tha affucted States.
T and amend 40 CFR part 192, subpast 10 CFR part 40 must conform to 40 CFR One State subinftted comments, which
D, to ensure that the remaining rules are part 192, subpart D. as emended on are addressed bulow along with the
as protectim of the public health with November 15.1993. Changes in this other commuts received
an ample margin of safety as fmal rule that relate to changes made in issue of Compatibility with Agreementimplementation of subpart T.or until EPA s final nde are noted in the StatesJune 30.1994. If EPA fails to rnmplete detailed discussion.
these rulemalings by that date. the stay On February 7.1994 (59 FR 5674). the The Commissian has determined that
will expire and the requirements of EPA published a supplemant to its these changos are a Division 2 matter of
subpart T will become effective. proposed rescission of subpart T as it compatibility. Under Division 2. States

The stay of eksiveness of subpart T applies to owners and operators of must adopt the provisions of an NRC
was also challenged. Discussions uranium mill tailings disposal sites rule but can adopt raore stringent
continued betw een EPA. tbe litigants, licensed by the NRC or an Agreement provisions. A State may not adopt less
and the NRC. In February 1993, final Stata. That actaon was also taken in stringent ones. This designation
agrooment was reshod Io settle the accordance with the settlement (Division 2)is compatible with soction
pending htigation and the agreement. That notice did not present 2740 of the Atamic Energy Act of 1954,
administrative promeding, avoid a change from EPA's plans strategies. or as amended ( AEA).
potential future litigation. and otherwise findings as discussed in the actions

Description of the Ruleagree to a consem.us approach to pertaining to the revision of 40 CFR part
regulation oflicensed non-operational 192, subpart D. EPA favited comments Section 84al2) of the AEA requires the
uranium milj tailings disposal sites. on the proposed rescission of subpart T Commission to conform its regulations
EPA announwd the settlement and on its determination that the NRC goverrdng uranium mill tailings to
agreement in a notion of April 1,1993 regulatory program protects public apphcable EPA requirements and
(58 FR 17230). The NRC was not a health and safety with an ample margin, standards. Based on this requirement
signatory to this agreement but greed in It does not specifically address NRC and the plans and schedules related to
principle with the settlerrent agreement, actions except that EPA has again stated the rescission discussed in this
The settlement agreement further that this conforming rule is necessary to document, the NRC proposed Io amend
defined steps for imphanenting the support the rescission of 40 CFR part 61, appendix A of 10 CE part 40 to
MOU. It called for the NRC to amend its subpart T. conform to EPA proposed amendments
regulations in appendix A of part 40 to EPA's tevision to 40 CFR part 192 is to 40 CFR part 192, subpart D.
he substantially amsistent with a not intended to change EPNs original conceming non-operational. NRC or
specific regulatory approach described rationale or scheme set forth in its 1983 Agreement State licensed mill tailings
in the set timneut agreement. It also rule. h EPA rule %eeks to clarify and sites. Criterion 6 of appendix A to part
de ribed actions to be taken by the supplement that scheme in a manner 40 requires that en earthen cover (or
parties to the agreement which were that will better support its original approved alternative cover) be placed
intended to implement the MOU and intent." EPNs final rule and this NRC over uranium mill tailings to control the
climinate furtherlitigation with respect conforming rule require that whsn a release of radon-222 at the end of
to subpart T. uranium mill becomes non-operational, milling operations. This cover is to be

On June 8,1993 (58 FR 32174), the the final barrier to control radon will be designed to provide reasonable
EPA proposed minor amendments to 40 emplaced as expeditiously as assurance that releases of radon wi!J not
CFR part 192. subpart D, to ensure practicable considering technological excees' cn avorq,e of 20 pCi/m2s and
timely emplacement of the final redon feasibility (including factors beyond the that the barrier will be effective in
barrier and to require monitoring to control of the licensee). Setting interim controlling redon releases to this level
verify radon flux levels (a one-time dates for achieving milestones towards for 1.000 years, to the extent reasonably
verification). In that notice, the EPA emplacement will support and better achinable, and,in any case, for at least
stated its tentative conclusion that If assure this progress. Also, post- 200 years. The design for satisfying the
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longevity requirement includes features reclamation plan calls for phased technology,foctors beyond the control j
for erosion control such as the emplacement of the final radon barrier, of the licensee, final rodon barrier, j,

placement of riprap over the earthen the verification of radon flux be -
. milestone, operation, and reclamation '

i

cover itself. (Criterion 6 is also performed on each portion of the pile or plan.These definitions are
applicable to thorium mill tallings. impoundment as the final radon barrier substantively the same as contained in i

These amendments to Criterion 6 apply is completed. the EPA's recent amendment to 40 CFR
to uranium mill tailings only.) Paragraph (4) specifies the reporting part 192, subpart D. However,

This rule, both as proposed and as and recordkeeping to be made in reclamation plan covers a broader range
now being adopted, amends Criterion 6, connection with this demonstration of of activities than required in EPA's
adds a new Criterion 6A, and adds to effectiveness of the final radon barrier. tailings closure plan (radon).
the definitions contained in the A one-time report that details the Reclamation of the tailings in

Introduction to ap(pendix A to part 40.method of verification is to be made accordance with appendix A to part 40
Paragraphs (1), 5), (6), and (7) of within 90 days of completion of the includes activities also occurring after

revised Criterion 6 contain the final determination of radon flux levels. the end of operation that are beyond
'previously existing requirements of Records will be required to be kept until those involved in the control of radon

Criterion 6. These provisions were not license termination documenting the releases, such as groundwater
the subject of or affected by this source ofinput parameters and the remediation. Thus, it is appropriate and
rulemaking. These preexisting podions results of all measurements on which efficient for planning if these activities
of Criterion 6 appear in this notice only they are based, the calculations and/or are addressed in a single document. |
for the purpose of numbering the analytical methods used to derive (This rule would also allow theparagraphs for ease of reference to values for input parameters, and the reclamation plan to be incorporated into
specific rpquirements contained within procedure used to determine the pre-existing closure plan, alsothe critenon. Ilowever, minor compliance. These reporting and required by appendix A, which includes
conforming revisions, as proposed, have recordkeepmg requirements are other activities associated with
been made to paragraph (1) of Criterion comparable to the EPA requirements in decommissioning of the mill.)
6 and its footnotes for clarity and 40 CFR part 61, subpart T.
consistency with the new requirements. The Commission notes that the proper A definition of final rodon barrier was

also included in the Commission,s. .

This rule adds a requirement to implementation of the design standard
Criterion 6 for a one-time verification of paragraph (1) of Criterion 6 is of Proposed rule to facilitate the drafting of
that the barrier, as constructed, is primary importance in the control of clear n>gyla!ory text and to eh,mmate
effective in controlling releases of radon radon releases. The addition of the any ambl8uity with respect to

,

from uranium byproduct material to requirement for verification of radon compliance with the 20 pCi/m2s " flux
,

levels no greater than 20 pCi/m2s when flux levels does not replace or detract standard" after completion of the final
averaged over the pile or impoundment. from the importance of the radon earthen barrier and not as a result of any
This provision, which appears at attenuation tallings cover design temporary conditions or intenm

. method 115, as described in 40 CFR part ~ standard.
measures. This, definition excludes theparagraph (2), also specifies EPA

The new Criterion 6A addresses the erosion protection features which were
61, appendix B, as a standard for timeliness of achieving radon emission not a subject of EPA's amendment to 40
adequate demonstration of compliance, control in the case of uranium mill CFR pa;t 192. The EPA's proposed rule
As is required by the recent tailings. Criterion 6A re. quires that the had not provided a definition of this
amendments to 40 CFR part 192, emplacement of the earthen cover (or term or comparable term. Ilowever,in
subpart D, the licensee must use this approved alternative cover) be carried its final rule, the EPA added a definition
method or another approved by the NRC out in accordance with a written, of the term permanent radon barrier,
as being at least as effective in Commission-approved, reclamation also to reduce ambiguity. The EPA's
demonstrating the effectiveness of the plan that includes enforceable dates for definition is substantively the same as
final redon barrier. A copy of 40 CFR the completion of key reclamation the NRC definition offinaltodon
part 61, appendix B, has been made milestones. This plan will be barrier.The EPA used the word
available for inspection at the NRC incorporated as a condition of the " permanent" in keeping with the
Public Document Room,2120 L Street, individuallicense.This plan must terminology of the settlement agreement
NW. (Lower Level), Washington, DC. provide for the completion of tha final but defined " permanent radon barrier"

Because of practical reasons, the radon barrier as expeditiously as as "the final radon barrier constructed
verification of radon flux levels must practicable considering technological to achieve compliance with, including
take place aRer emplacement of the final feasibility after the pile or attainment of, the limit on releases of
radon barrier but before completion of impoundment ceases operation. This radon 222 in S 192.32(b)(1)(ii)." Both
erosion protection features. In order for timeliness requirement has the same definitions refer to comparable
the results of the verification to remain goals for completing the final radon standards requiring control of radon
valid, erosion protection features must barrier as were in the MOU discussed releases to levels not exceeding 20 pCi/

'be completed before significant above. In addition, erosion protection m2s after closure. This final NRC rule
degradation of the earthen barrier features must also be completed in a continues to use the word " final" as

- mccurs. The NRC will consider this in a timely manner in accordance with the proposed, because it is more
final determination of compliance with Commission-approved reclamation appropriate. The word " final" more
Criterion 6. The NRC could require, plan. accurately describes the last earthen
among other things, repetition of part or For the purposes of Criterion 6A, cover over the tailings pile without the
all of the verification procedures on a definitions are being added to the erosion protection features. The barrier
case-by-case basis if significant delay Introduction of appendix A to part 40 would not provide permanent
occurs before completion of erosion (in alphabetical order with the ' protection without the erosion
protection features. preexisting definitions) for: os protection features. Even after these

Paragraph (3) of revised Criterion 6 expeditiously as pmeticable considering features are completed, the applicable j
adds a requirement that,if the technologicof feosibility, available long-term design standard in paragraph

i

I
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(1) of Criterion 6 is " effective for 1,000 consistent with EPA's final rule, i.e., paragraph (1) of Criterion 6A
years, to the extent reasonably amendments. has essentially been implemented prior
achievable, and, in any case, for at least The definitions for os expeditiously as to promulgation as a result of the MOU
200 years." Although not intended by practicable considering technological and the settlement agreement and in
EPA, the term " permanent" could be feasibility and reclamation plan have anticipation of the amendments to 40
interpreted to imply " forever." been specifically identified as applying CFR pad 192 and this rulemaking. Thus,

Factors beyond the control of the to only Criterion SA to prevent any the deadlines for completion of
licensee are defined as factors potential misapplication. This has not milestones established in licenses will
proximately causing delay in meeting been done in the case of the other not need to be reconsidered as a result
the schedule in the applicable definitions because either the terms are of this rule. Also, the actions taken since
reclamation plan for the timely not used elsewherein appendix A or are the MOU in the case of the Atlas site in
emplacement of the final radon barrier used consistently with the definitions Moab, Utah are consistent with this
notwithstanding the good faith efforts or being added. rulemaking. The licensee has submitted
the licensee to complete the barrier. This rule goes beyond EPA's rule by proposed revisions to its reclamation
Consistent with the final version of requiring that the erosion protection plans. The licensee has also supplied
EPA's rule, the following description of barriers (or other features for longevity) further information and proposed
possible factors beyond the control of be completed m a timely manner. modifications to address concerns that
the licensee has iden added to the II wever, the rule does not require that have been raised. Notices of proposed
definition in this final rule: these factors enf raable dates be established for, amendments to the license to provide
may include, but are not limited to: completion of erosion protection as a for public participation have been

l hysical conditions at the site; c nditi n ilicense. (The Ley published. The most recent of these wasi

Inclement weather or climatic reclamation activities or " milestones" published on April 7,1994 (58 FR
conditions; f r which enforceable dates are to t* 16665). Delays in the schedule for radon

An act of God; established are the same as m EPA s
, . barrier emplacement are as a result of

rule.) The reason for this difference is soAn act of war- difficulties in resolving technical issues
that the NRC can assure that erosionA judicial or administrative order or related to the adequac of plans forr tecti n is completed before thedecision, or change to the statutory. [arrier could degrade sigmficantly .erosion protection an groundwater

regulatory, or oth'er legal requirements protection and the consideration of
applicabie to the licensee's facility that whue aHowing mom flexibuity m eis'

alternatives under the National
would preclude er delay the regard than for the Ley reclamation

muestoms. AHowing s,gmficant Environmental Policy Act. Thus, delays
iperformance of activities required for degradation of the mvn befom result from a combination of "the necil

compliance- , for consistency with mandatory' |

Labor disturbances; '"P e thj9, g requirements of other regulatoryP so e I

le g ould v 9, ,,
Any modifications, cessation, or delay As a result of the MOU, most affected Programs and , factors beyond the

ordered by State, Federal, or local licensees (those facilities that were non- control of the licensee. This case isagencies; operational at the time of the MOU) pnmanly an example of lactor umba
Delays beyond the time reasonably have voluntarily submitted reclamation (8) in the definition of foctors beyond

plans which include bamationroposed dates for the control of the licensee concerning
required in obtaining necessary

attainment of key rec delays in obtammg necessary approvals.government permits. licenses.
approvals, or consent for activities milestones. (Planning for reclamation The issues of concern in the approval of
described in the reclamation plan activities with Commission approval this revised mclamation plan are yet to
proposed by the licensee that result was required by previously existing be resolved and further delays are
from agency failure to take final action regulations.) The process of approving Possible, flowever, no new issues with
after the licensee has made a good faith, those reclamation plans, at least those regard to the scheduling of final radon j

timely effort to submit legally sufficient portions dealing with control of radon barrier emplacement are added as a '

applications. responses to requests emissions, and amending the licenses to result of this rule.The license ,

(including relevant data requested by make the dates for completion of key amendment process and the approval of |

the agencies), or other information, reclamation milestones a condition of the reclamation plans will not be i
including approval of the reclamation license is complete with the exception adversely affected. The NRC staff is '

plan; and of the Atlas site in Moab, Utah.-(In this continuing to provide timely attention
i

An act or omission of any third party case, license amendment has been to the resolution of this case. |

over whom the licensee has no control. delayed pending resolution ofissues Paragraph (2) of Criterion 6A adds
In the definition of available raised when the action was noticed in specific criteria for certain

technology, the phrase "and provided the Federal Register.) These circumstances under which the NRC
there is reasonable progress toward impoundments are in the process of may extend the time allowed for
emplacement of a permanent redon being reclaimed with varying degrees of completion of key milestones once
barrier" was not included in the completion. Other affected NRC enforceable dates have been established.
Commission's proposed rule as it licensees include one whose An opportunity for public participation
seemed inappropriate within the impoundment has ceased operation will be provided in a decision to extend
definition and the concept is since the MOU and who is in the the time allowed in these cases. The
incorporated into the standard itself, process of preparing a reclamation plan, Commission may approve an extension I

,

1.e., Criterion 6A. This phrase has been and four with operational of the schedule for meeting milestones '

included in the final definition with the impoundments who will be affected at if it is demonstrated that radon
word " final"in place of " permanent"in
keeping with the terminology used in ~ the time the impoundments cease to beunissions do not exceed 20 pCi/m2s

,

operational. averaged over the entire impoundment. j
this rule. A parenthetical with The considerations made in these The 'ntent of this provision is that. if the iillustrative examples of grossin recent licensing actions have been rade Mease rates are as low as will be |
excessive costs has also been added consistent with those reflected in this mquired after closure, there is no need |

|
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for complex justifications for delayin 192.32(a)(3) (iv) and (v). Both final rules llowever, most had some suggestions forcompletion of reclamation. Ilowever,g ;
are more consistent with the settlement modifr'estions. Many of these proposed

the Commission may not necessarily agreement in this regard. The revisions modifications reflected a desire for
extend deadlines for completion of are (1) that only byproduct material, not stricter adherence to the words of the
milestones indefinitely on this basis "similar" material, will be approved for settlement agreement or to EPA's final
alone. In addition, the Commission may disposal after the Imal redon barrier is rule. One commenter said that it
approve an extension of the final complete except for the continuing understood the proposal to be consistent
compliance date for completion of the disposal area and the verification of with the terms that industry litigants
final radon barrier based upon cost if radon flux levels has been made, and (2) accepted in the mlated EPA
the Commission finds that the licensee that public participation is specifically proceedings.The American Mining
is making good faith efforts to emplace to be provided for only in the case of Congress (AMC) and the Atlantic
the final radon barrier, that the delay is continued disposal after redon flux Richfield Company (ARCO), which
consistent with the definition of verification. incorporated all of the AMC comments,

ovoilable technology, and that the radon The final rule has also been modified by reference in its comments,
releases caused by the delay will not by changing the words "as specifically supported the rule for the
result in a significant incremental risk to expeditiously as practicable" in the last purpose of implementing the settlement
the public health. If the basis for sentence of this
approving a delay is that the radon timely manner" paragraph to "in a agreement and in order that the

to avoid the unintended "duplicative" Clean Air Act
levels do not exceed 20 pC1/m2s, application of the definition of the term requirements in 40 CFR part 61, subpartverification of radon levels will be "as expeditiously as practicable T, would be rescinded. AMC and ARCO
required annually. Any other considering technological feasibility" to contended that the rule was not needed
reconsideration of deadlines once activities beyond the emplacement of to protoct public health with the ampleestablished as a result of changing the final redon barrier. Additional margin of safety required as a basis forcircumstances would be evaluated clarifying language has also been added rescinding subpart T, but that it would -

under paragraph (1) of Criterion 6A to this paragraph- strengthen existing protection.giving consideration to all factors Note, as discussed in EPA's
relevant to the "as expeditiously as statements of consideration for its Specifically,it was suggested that

practicable considering technological amendment of 40 CFR part 192 (at 58 FR S 40.63 gives NRC she ability to provide
post closure testing; that S 40.42(c)(2)(i),

feasibility"h (3) of Criterion 6A, as
standard. 32183; June 8,1993 and reiterated at 58

Paragrap FR 60354; November 15,1993), the ( ii), and (iv) can provide for timely
reclamation of the tailings;that properproposed, was to allow for the reclamation of evaporation ponds may mile' stones have been added to licensescontinued acceptance of uranium be dealt with separately from moetin8 under the existing regulatory program;byproduct material or such materials the expeditious redon cover
and that EPA has never issued a findingthat are similar in physical, chemical, requirements if deemed appropriate by of unacceptable risk. In addition, AMCand radiological characteristics to the the Commission or the regulating provided extensive background anduranium mill tailings and associated Agreement State. This may be the case support for rescission of subpart T andwastes in the pile or impoundment, whether or not the evaporation pond elimination of dual regulation.from other sources, for disposal into a area is bein used for continued

portion of the irn undment aher the di ! of yproduct material. Re8Ponse.The Comm.ission has stated
end of operation i during closure opportunities for public and continues to beheve that its
activities. This authorization was to be participation specified in Criterion 6A Program provides an adequate degree of
made only after providing an are in keeping with the MOU and the Protection of the public health and

|opportunity for public participation. settlement agreement, and will be made safety but that this rule provides greater
This paragraph was intended to conform through a notice in the Federal Register - assurance that the final radon barrier
with proposed 40 CFR 192.32(a)(3)(lii). providing an opportunity for public will be completed in a timely manner

,

in the context of appendix A,"during comment on the proposed license and in accordance with the design
closure activities" could include the amendment.This notice will also standard.The Commission disagrees
period after emplacement of the final provide the opportunity to request an with certam statements made by ,
radon barrier. In this circumstance, the informal hearing in accordance with the e mmenters to support their contention
Commission may except completion of Commission's regulations in to CFR that this rule was not necessary to
reclamation activities for a small portion part 2, subpart L support the rescission of subpart T.
of the impoundment from the deadlines

. With regard to S 40.63 and post closure
establist.ed in the license. The proposed Analysis of Comments testing, because footnote 1 to Criterion
rule spe lfied that the verification In response to the proposed rule, the 6 specifically indicated that no radon
requirements for radon releases may Commission roccived comments from monitoring was required, the
still be satisfied in this case if the seven organizations including one State Commission would not have considered
Commission finds that the regulatory agency, the Environmental it appropriate to use S 40.63 to require
impoundment will continue to achieve Protection Agency, and five industry post-closure testing to verify that radon
a level of radon releases not exceeding organizations. Copies of the comments llux levels do not exi/ced 20 pCi/m s. Ita

20 pC1/m2s averaged over the entire may be examined and copied for a fee was al:o suggested that S 40.42
impoundment. liowever, reclamation of at the Commission's Pubil:: Document adequately addresses the timeliness of
the remaining disnosal area, as Room at 2120 L St'reet, NW. (Lower tailings mclamation. Although
appropriate, woufd be required in a Level), Washington, DC. The following decommissioning normally includes
timely manner once the waste disposal discussion summarizas and responds to cleanup of a site, appendix A provides
operations cease. the comments. the detailed closure requirements for

This paragraph has been somewhat mills in which the reclamation of
, revised in the fmal rule consistent with Geneml:Need and Basis for Rule tailings is covered as a separate activity
I revisions made in EPA's final rule: these Comment. The commenters were and, thus, is an exception to the general
| provisions now appear at 40 CFR generally in favor of the proposed rule, requirements for decommissioning. This

s
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is a result of the unique treatment of definition, not just in the statement of paragraph (2) of Criterion 6A to further
tailings under UMTRCA, which considerations. Some also suggested clarify that no deadlines are requi ed to
provides for the ultimate custodial care that the words " complete the barrier" in be established in the licenses beyond
of tailings by the Federal government the definition of factors beyond the completing the final radon barrier as a
rather than a return to unrestricted use. control of the licensee be changed to result of this rulemaking and that any
The timeliness statement in " achieve compliance." They were other schedules established in a license
S 40.42(c)(2)(iv) is interpreted as concerned that the intent of the parties do not come under the specific
applying to the decommissioning of the to the settlement agreement would not provisions of paragraph (2) of Criterion
mill not to reclamation of the tailings. be carried out in the interpretation of 6A. The term " milestone activities" has
The background materials submitted by these terms in the future. Some been avoided in this final rule as it is
AMC have been reviewed to assure that specifically noted the loss of personnel redundant given this definition. The
there are no gaps in the information familiar with the issues that will terms " key," " interim," an d
previously available to the Commission accompany the close of the NRC " reclamation" are used in accordance
in its deliberations. uranium recovery field office (URFO). with their dictionary definitions and

As a general response concerning the The EPA did not sugest that including require no further definition. As is clear
use of the exact words of the settlement all of the illustrative text was necessary from the definition of reclamation plan,
agreement and the EPA regulations, the for conformance but suggested it would the term " reclamation"is not limited to
Commission notes that it is required to be best to intlude the phrase "provided radon control measures.
" conform" to 40 CFR part 192 by there is reasonable progress toward No comments were received
section 84a(2) of the AEA and has emplacement of the final radon barrier" concerning the definitions of: as
agreed in principle to, but was not a (from 40 CFR 192.31(m)) in NRC's expeditiously as practicable considering
party to, the settlement agreement. In definition of available technology. The technologicalfeasibility, final radon
past conforming changes, conformance EPA also suggested adding "in barrier, and operation.
tias not been viewed as requiring compliance with Criterion 6A-(1)" after

Cnterion 6-Venfication of Radonidentical wording and flexibility has " complete the barrier 'in the definition Release levels
been used for clarity and to account for of factors beyond the control of the
different fonnats and contents of rules. hcensee for clarity and to assure proper Comment. Some commenters
Thus, the Commission is not bound to implementation of subpart D of 40 CFR suggested that paragraph (4) of Craterion
the exact words in either case. Some part 192. 6 could be interpreted to require
differences are necessary to avoid Response. Ex planations concerning submission of the results of radon
ambiguity or confusion. For example, the Commission's intent regarding its measurernents after measurements are
with rega d to this rulemaking. the interpretation of its regulations that made on a portion of an impoundment
scope of both the settlement agreement appear in statements of consideration in the case of phased emplacement of
and the EPA amendments were limited stand as a record of the Commission's the radon barrier. Two commenters
to the completion of the final radon intent. Ilowever, inclusion within the suggested that interim reports might be
barrier and did not extend to the regulatory text makes the illustrative required in a particular case subject to
longevity aspect of radon control nor to examples more readily available so that the agreement of the licensee, but
other aspects of reclamation. The terms questions of interpretation are less objected to the possible interpretation
" reclamation" and " closure" have a likely to arise. Consistent with EPA's that separate reports be required
broader meaning in appendix A than as final amendments to 40 CFR part 192, routinely on each portion. One
used in the settlement agreement or in all of the illustrative examples have suggested that it should be clarified that

'

EPA's amendments to 40 CFR part 192. been added in the final definitions. The the testing need not be done on each
it would not be practical to limit the use additional text suggested by EPA has portion as the cover is completed.
of these terms for the purpose of these also been included in these definitions. Response. Paragraph (3) specifically
specific amendments to appendix A. Comment. Most of the industry requires testing to be done on each
There are other terms that must also be commenters also wanted the definition portion of the impoundment as the
used carefully because of their use in of milestone to be worded exactly as in cover is completed in the case of phased
NRC regulations or by the regulated 40 CFR part 192. The concern was emplacement. This was made a
industry. Beyond what was considered primarily that milestones not be requirement rather than simply being
necessary to avoid ambiguity and to required to be established for actions allowed as in 40 CFR 192.32(b)(4)(ii)
provide appropriate expansion beyond beyond meeting the radon " flux because of the requirement in paragraph
the scope of EPA's amendments, the standard." Some of the commenters also (2) of this Criterion to conduct testing
Commission has attempted to be suggested that the use in the preamble and analysis prior to placement of ,

consistent with the words of the of varying modifiers," key,"" interim," erosion protection features and the I

settlement agreement and 40 CFR part and " reclamation," to " milestones" and importance of timeliness in completing i

192 " milestone activities " which are used erosion protection features. There is, l

Definitwns
interchangeably, was confusing. however, no specific time limit i

Response. The defm' ition of milestone established in the regulation for these ]Comment. The four industry has not been changed because the measurements on the individual
commenters who suggested that changes Commission believes it is less confusing portions of the impoundment. i

were needed all beheved it was in that it is in better agreement with Paragraph (4) requires submittal of a i
important that the definitions of factors normal usage. There is no substantive report 90 days after completion of the |beyond the control of the licensee and difference in the standard as a result of testing and analysis. Because this
available technology be completely this difference and it gives the verification is of radon flux levels
consistent with the settlement Commission the flexibility to use the averaged over the impoundment,it is

iagreement and the final amendments to term generically. The concerns not complete until all testing and |40 CFR part 192, subpart D, and expressed are addressed alternatively analysis is complete for the whole '

specifically, to include all the through minor revisions to the impoundment. Thus, only one report is
illustrative examples within the definition of reclamation plan and required, although further testing and

|
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analysis with associated reporting could rulemaking. Footnote 2 is consistent recontouring, saying that the settlement
'

be required in a particular case if the with 40 CFR part 192, subpart D, which agreement and 40 CFR part 192 specify
initial report is not acceptable. Minor contains the same footnote (in the only three required milestones
editorial changes have been made to comparable design standard,40 CFR including just one for interim
further clarify this point. Note, although 192.32(b)(1)(ii)). The footnote was not stabilization. Dewatering and
it is impractical to do so routinely, intended to and does not require long- recontouring are part of interim
riprap or other erosion protection term monitoring. The Commission stabilization. These commenters said
barriers can be disturbed in order to take agrees that long-term monitoring would that this was also inconsistent with the
a radon emission rneasurement if be contrary to the settlement agreement. practice with existing licenses. The EPA
necessary. Comment. One commenter argued noted that it agreed with NRC's

Comment. One comrnenter suggested that the existing requirement to reduce statement in the preamble of its
that paragraph (2) of Criterion 6 should gamma exposure to background levels proposed rule that the concept of
contain details such as are contained in should be eliminated or applied only at milestones could not be omitted.
40 CFR part 61 on the one-time the site boundary. This commenter Response. The final rule has been
measurement which are intended to stated that this requirement appears to changed to specifically require the
assure that conditions under which the be a misinterpretation of the intent of 40 establishment of deadlines for only
flux is measured lead to a reasonable CFR part 192, subpart A. This three milestones: Wind blown tailings
average flux. It was suggested that this commenter also said that the radon retrieval and placement on the pile,
would eliminate confusion with cover will attenuate gamma radiation to interim stabilization (including
footnote 2 that applies to the design near background levels in most cases; dewatering or the removal of .
cnterion. Related to this, some and that in an unusual case, adding to freestanding liquids and recontouring),
commenters argued for deletion of part the cover to control gamma exposure and final radon barrier construction.
of existing footnote 2 regarding average levels could be unnecessarily expensive, The Commission, however, retains the
radon emissions being "over a period of as access is restricted. The commenter authority to require the establishment of
at least one year, but a period short believed that, as a minimum, the additional milestones determined to be
compared to 100 years." These Commission should specify a limit " key" to the completion of the final
commenters were concemed that long- based on acceptable risk to the radon barrier in an individual case (note

'

term monitoring could be implied. Also, maximum-exposed individual that can the words "but not limited to" in the
two commenters said the footnote was be supported by a cost-benefit analysis, definition of reclomation plan). This is
contrary to the settlement agreement Response. The criterion on gamma consistent with 40 CFR part 192,
and the EPA rule. One said specifically exposum levels is not based on 40 CFR subpart D and with the settlement
that i* was inconsistent with language of part 192 nor any other EPA regulation. agreement, The Commission has no
40 CFR 192.12(b)(2). It has been in appendix A to part 40 intent at this time to change the

Response. Footnote 2 applies only to since it was originally added to part 40 milestones for which deadlines have
the design criterion. Although the new on October 3,1980 (45 FR 65521). His already teen approved in individual
testing and analysis is intended to verify aspect of Criterion 6 is outside the scope licensing actions.
the etfectiveness of the radon barrier,it of this rulemaking. Ilowever,if the cost Comment. The EPA noted that it
does not nted to take place over the of meeting any criterion in appendix A understands that emplacement of the
period of timo specified in footnote 2. is excessive in a specific case due to final radon barrier is a requisite
Ifowever, it should be reasonably unique conditions, the licensee may milestone but was concerned that it
representative oflong-term radon request an alternative approach in could be interpreted otherwise, and
releases. The details concerning accordance with the Introduction to suggested clarification. The EPA also
conditions for flux measurements in 40 appendix A. noted that it understands " deadlines" to
CFR part 61 are contained in the mean dates by which actions must be
description of Method 115 in appendix Cnterion 6A, Porogmph (11- completed and " established as a
D and address such matters as the Rguimmentf r Timehness condition of an individuallicense"to
weather conditions at the time Comment. Two commenters were mean incorporation of a condition into
measurements are performed. Method concerned that the parenthetical a license by the Commission. However,
115 is specifically identified in this "(including factors beyond the control the EPA was concerned that paragraph
standard as acceptable and,if used, the of the licensee)" was not included in the (1) of Criterion 6A may be ambiguous
conditions embodied in the description standard following,"as expeditiously as and provided specific suggested edits.
in appendix D of 40 CFR part 61 would practicable considering technological Response. Paragraph (1) of Criterion
apply. Because Method 115 is also a feasibility" as in 40 CFR 192.32(a)(3)(i) GA has been modified slightly to
standard for the adequacy of other even though it is contained in the address EPA's concerns, although not
verification methods in Criterion 6, definition of as expeditiously as exactly as suggested. The Commission
alternative methods must be approved practicable considering technological believes it is clear that completion of the
by the Commission as being at least as feasibility. They claimed that this could final radon barrier is a requisite
effective as Method 115. Similar lead to misinterpretation that the milestone, that "deadiines" means dates
considerations to those embodied in standard deletes this essential concept. by which actions must be completed,
Method 115 concerning the Response. A parenthetical statement and that deadlines are to be established
representiveness of the measurement noting that the term os expeditiously as on the basis that the barrier is to be
results of the long term radon releases practicable considering technological completed as expeditiously as
will be made in judging alternative feasibihtyis specifically defined in the practicable considering technological
methods. Details of conditions for Introduction and includes " factors feasibility. The Commission also
measurement need not be specified in beyond the control of the licensee" has believes that its regulations are less
this rule. been added. suNect to misinterpretation if there is

Modifying footnote 2 substantively, as Comment. Some of the commenters consistency of style and terminology,
was suggested by the commenters, opposed the establishment of separate Comment. Two commenters were |would be outside the scope of this milestone deadlines for dewatering and concerned about the NRC extending the ;
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scope of the timeliness requirement groundwater issues are resolved. pCi/m2s are not necessarily limited to
from that of 40 CFR part 192. subpart D. However, the words "the need for cases where there is no delay in final
stating that the "as expeditiously as consistency with mandatory closure date.
practicable considering technological requirements of other regulatory Paragraph (2) of Criterion 6A and 40
feasibility" requirement should not be programs" in the definition of "as CFR 192.32(a)(3)(ii) and (iii) set forth
extended to erosion protection. They expeditiously as practicable considering specific criteria for extensions of

-

contended that this is a term of an technological feasibility" make it clear deadlines under certain circumstances
limited to radon emissions, that EPA that groundwater concerns could These provisions do not cover all
used this term to eliminate the cost- constitute a legitimate cause for delay. circumstances under which extensions
balancing standards of the AEA from Whether or not a groundwater issue may be approved. This interpretation
radon control measures, and that would be considered a legitimate cause was confirmed by EPA in the preamble
applving it to erosion protection would for delay of radon control measures of its final rule and in its comments
constrain the use of AEA cost under paragraph (1) of Criterion 6A submitted on NRC's proposed rule. All
considerations. They also noted that would depend on the nature of the other approvals of extensions must be
NRC has adequate authority under other interaction of the various reclamation made under paragraph (1) of Criterion
aspects of its UMTRCA program to deal activities in a particular case. 6A through applying all of the concepts
with concern for degradation of the involved in the requirement for

Criterion 6A, Pamgmph f21-Special completion of the final redon barrier "asbarrier and stated that NRC should
handle this on a site-specific basis /rAPProval of Delays expeditiously as practicable considering
through license ame.ndment. Comment. Two commenters stated technological feasibility" (including

Response. The final rule has been that paragraph (2) of Criterion 6A does within its definition " factors beyond the
modified so that the terminology "as not fully implement the settlement control of the licensee"). This was
expeditiously as practicable considering agreement. They stated that the stressed in EPA's final rule notice of

, technological feasibility" is used only settlement agreement and 40 CFR November 15,1993, at 58 FR 60351. In
for emplacement of the final radon 192.32(a)(3)(iii) include delay of interim response to a commenter that noted that
barrier. A general timeliness standard milestones for reason of cost not just the NRC or an Agreement State may extend
for completing erosion protection dates for completion of the final radon the date for emplacement of the radon
features is retained. Thus, it is clear that barrier. These same commenters were barrier based on " factors beyond the
the licensee must complete these concerned that it was not clear from control of the licensee" as that term is
actions in a timely way and that the paragraph (2) of Criterion 6A that implicit in the definition of"as
NRC has the authority to take action if deadlines for milestones could also be expeditiously as possible," EPA stated
necessary in this rega'rd. However, the extended because of factors beyond the in part that "there is no bar to NRC or
restrictive cost considerations specified control of the licensee and also an Agreement State reconsidering a
for the completion of the final radon expressed strong agreement with the prior decision establishing a clate for
barrier do not apply to decisions statement that there is "no need for emplacement of the radon barrier that
concerning the timeliness of completion complex justifications for delaying meets the standard of 'as expeditiously
of erosion protection features. Instead, completion of reclamation"if the as possible.' Such reconsideration
the more flexible. general cost licensee demonstrates that the site could, for example, be based on the
considerations of the AEA (Section meets 20 pCi/m2s prior to final closure. existence of factors beyond the control i

84a(1)) apply. These two commenters also stated that of the licensee, or on a change in any
'

Comment. The same commenters the intent of the settlement agreement is of the various factors that must be I

sought clarification of NRC's intent in that interim milestones may be changed considered in establishing a date that
|extending reclamation plans to cover without meeting 20 pCi/m2s,if there is meets the 'as expeditiously as '

groundwater protection. They asked no delay in final closure date. On this practicable * standard of $ 192.32(a)(3)(i). I

whether the NRC could prevent subject, the EPA specifically supported However, EPA stresses that such a
licensees from ccmtinuing surface paragraph (21 of Criterion 6A as drafted. change in circumstances would not
reclamation until groundwater issues The EPA also specifically confirmed our automatically lead to an extension. It ;are resolved, stating that this was not interpretatinn of its amendments to 40 would be incumbent on NRC or an
past practice. liowever, they also CFR part 192 in this regard and clarified Agreement State to evaluate all of the
wanted the Commission to confirm that that there may be other instances under factors relevant under 6192.32(a)(3)(i)
groundwater concerns could constitute which NRC may reconsider a date before it could change a previously
a legitimate cause for delay, established for completion of a established milestone or date for the

,

|

Response. It is important for all milestone. The EPA also stated in its emplacement of the final barrier, and
aspects of reclamation to be addressed comments that the alternative any new da'e would have to meet the
in one plan so that potential interactions interpretation of its proposed standard set out in S 192.32(a)(3)(i)."
of various activities can be accounted amendments suggested in the The comparable standard in this NRC |
for and that reclamation can be planned Commission's preamble to its proposed rule is set out in paragraph (1) of |for overall efficiency. Nonetheless, all rule (that meeting the 20 pCi/m2s " flu x Criterion 6A. |
aspects of a reclamation plan would not standard" might be required in all cases)

'

necessarily be approved at the same was incorrect. Criterion 6A, Parograph (3> Continuing
time. Past licensing practice has not Response. The Commission does not Disposal Dunng Closure
necessarily required all details of agree that the words "or relevant Comment. Some commenters noted
reclamation planning to be in one milestone"in section III.2.) of the that Criterion 6A. paragraph 3, as
document; however, approvals of settlement agreement and 40 CFR proposed, was inconsistent with the
aethities have included consideration 192.32(a)(3)(iii) should be interpreted to final EPA rule. Some also suggested that
of impacts to other aspects of mean that these paragraphs address it was inconsistent with the settlement
reclamation. The NRC would not delay ofinterim milestones for reason of agreement, could lead to premature |
necessarily prevent licensees from cost. Also, approvals of extensions of closure, and would require radon
continuing surface reclamathm until interim milestones without meeting 20 monitoring during closure. One

.
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commenter said that "during closure paragraph (3) of Critorion 6A on what Comment The AMC contended that
activities" does not include the period materials are appropriately similar. The some statements in the preamble to the
after emplacement of the finalradon commenter suggestod specification of proposed rule were in error or in need
barrier according to the EPA rule and limits to the range of variation of a of clarification. Among these
the settlement agreement, and that the critical property or concentration or contentions were that the summary of
intent should be that "once the final activity. t>ases for AMC's challenge to subpart T
radon barrier has been placed over the Response. Guidance on implied that the limited bases
impoundment, excluding the aree considerations for the approval of mentioned were allinclusive.
receiving byproduct material, the disposal of non-11e(2) materials in Response.The primary bases for the
' closure process' ceases." Two of the tailings impoundments was published various litigants * challenges were
commenters specifically agreed with the May 13,1992 (57 FR 20525). This notice mentioned in a brief historical summary
interpretation that "during closure also presented a staff analysis on which that was not presented as a complete
activities" could include the period the guidance is based and requested background. The EPA's various notices
after emplacement of the final redon public comment to be considered in a are mferenced in the background section
barrier and wanted the NRC to confirm decision on whether the guidance of this notice far more details
this so that similar materials would still should be mvised. concerning subpart T and the related
be allowed at that time. These two Comment. Two commenters stated, litigation.
commenters did not want paragraph (3). for the record, that they agreed with C mment. AMC also stated that NRC
of Criterion 6A to require an NRC that the implementation details of had implied that EPA could not rescind

subpart Tif the planopportunity for public participation in EPA's 40 CFR pad 192, subpart D. are were not completed.ned rulemakingsapproving acceptance of byproduct a special case and go beyond " generally , arguing that EPA
material "during closure." The EPA appl cable standards," and that these has ado uate bases to rescind absent
submitted suggested revisions to make provisions should not set a precedent these m emakings.

ard to what constitutes a Response. NRC did not mean to implyfinal paragraph (3) of Criterion 6A
with reg'y applicable standard. Theygenerall that EPA could not rescmd subpart Tconsistent with the final amendments in

40 CFR 192.32(a)(3)(iv) and (v)- contended that certain aspects of absent the planned rulemakings.
Response. EPA. in its proposed subpart D exceed EPA's statutory p wever, EPA had made statements that

revision of 40 CFR part 192 subpart D, authority' it would n t rescind subpart T unless
combined the provisions of sections Response.ne Commission noted in c mparable provisions were added to 40
Ill.2.c (i) and (ii) of the settlement I h CFR part 192 and 10 CFR part 40.'h

ure of the revfsIons to 4 Comment. The AMC also stated thatagreement in one paragraph. In s the
doing, EPA, apparently madvertently, the timeliness of decommissioning rule
differed somewhat from the settlement part 192, subpart D, were influenwd by should not have been suggested as in
agreement but modified the final rule so the settlement agreement, that the any way relevant and requested that

S[f,]ertbfe tIiIconce NRC note that Chairman Selin is onthat it is now consistent with the , c n thesettlement agreement. ne Commission roc rd suggesting that a blanket
,

must conform appendix A to 40 CFR specifics of the ulations that were to exemption of uranium recovery
part 192, as adopted, and has thus be develo[ed, a that aPParentiy as a facilities may make sense.

ly result of t is,40 CFR part 192, subpart Response. Final action on the
revised its final rule accordinfru. TheD, includes numerous details of proposed NRC rule to require timelinessdifferences from the propose le are
that (1) materials similar to b product implementation. The Comm!ssion also in decommissioning (January 13,1993;stated its view, which it still holds, that 58 FR 4099) would be expected tomaterial will not be approve for
continued dis sal after the verification the inclusion of these implementation impact the timing of decommissioning
of redon flux vels and (2) en details is a special cnse because of the of the mill, not necessarily the timing of

opportunity for be provided in the caseublic participation will settlement agreement and does notthe impoundment going from
not specificall establish any precedent with regard to operational status to closure. (" Closure"
of continued sposal during closure what constitutes a generally applicable in appendix A does include both

standard. With regard to the question of decommissioning of the mill and
krior to this point in time. Note,owever, opportunity for public the limits of EPA's statutory author,ity, reclamation of the tailings and/or waste
participation exists in any case under 10 any challenge to EPA s authority to disposal areas.)If subpart T isissue the November 15,1993, finalCFR part 2, subpart L The exact words rescinded, there will be no regulatory
suggested in EPA's comments have not amendments to 40 CFR part W2 is requirement for the tailings
been used but the revisions are outside the scope of this conformmg impoundment to change from

action.substantively the same.The reasons for operational to non. operational ststus
differing are the same as when the Comment. The AMC stated that even within any specified time after the mill

if the Commission makes this rule a ceases operation. The definition of
"cfosure" rule was drafted:(1) the termDivision 2 matter of compatibility, AMC .. operational" in subpart T would have
pr posed

in appendix A has a broader
meaning than the scope of EPA's rulo, will return to litigatwn if an Agreement restricted the continued use of the
and (2) the final radon barrier is not State adopts more stringent provisions. impoundment for extended periods after
absolutely complete while disposal is Response. UMTRCA provides the the associated mill was
continuing even though it may be States an option for alternative, more decommissioned.
adequate to demonstrate that average stringent standards. The settlement ,. No comments were received on the
radon release levels meet the 20 pC1/m2s agreement cannot ehmmate this option. regulatory analysis or the environmental
" flux standard." However, notice for comment and assessment and finding of no significant

approval by NRC is required and AMC impact.
Misce #aneous comments can raise appropriate issues at that time

ConclusionComment. One State commenter should a State propose more stringent
strongly recommended that NRC offer standards. The Division 2 matter of As indicated in the responses to the
guidance (not necessarily in the rule) on compatibility is maintained. comments, the Commission has decided

J
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progress toward emplacement of the final limited to, wind blown tallings retrieval and reclamation plan,the verification of radon-
radon barrier. To determine grossly excessive placement on the pile, interim stabilization 222 release rates required in paragraph (2) of
rosts, the relevant baseline against which (including dewatering or the removal of this criterion must be conducted for each
cost shall be compared is the cost estimate freestandingliquids and recontouring), and portion of the pile or impoundment us the
for tailings impoundment closure contained final radon barrier construction. final radon barrier for that portion is
in the hcensce's approved reclamation plan, (Reclamation of tailings must also be emplaced.
but costs beyond these estimates shall not addressed in the closure plan; the detailed (4) Within ninety days of the completion
automatically be considered grossly ralamation plan may be incorporated into of all testing and analysis relevant to the
excessive. the dosure plan.) required verification in paragraphs (2) and (3)

of this criterion, the uranium milllicensee. . * * * * * = . .

Factors beyond the control of the licensee Criter%n 6 (1) In dimosing of waste shall report to the Commission the results

means factors proximately causing delay in byproduct material, licenaces shall place an detailing the actions taken to verify that
levels of release of radon-222 do not exceedmeeting the schedule in the applicable ca*then cover (or approved alternative) over

rxlamation plan for the timely emplacement tailings or wastes at the end of milling 20 pCi/m n when averaged over the entirea

of the final radon barrier notwithstanding the operations and shall close the waste disposal pile or impoundment. The licensee shall
maintain records until termination of thegood faith efforts of the licensee to complete area in accordance with a design i which

the barrier in compliance with paragraph (t) provides reasonable assurance of control of license documenting the source of input

of Criterion 6A.These factors may include, radiological hazards to (1) be effective for parameters includmg the results of all
1,000 years, to the extent reasonabl measurements on which they are based. thebut are not limited to-
achievable, and, in any case, for at feast 200 calculations and/or analytical methods used(t) Physical conditions at the site;

(2) inclement weather or dimatic years, and (ii) limit reicases of radon 222 t derive values for input parameters, and the
conditions; from uranium byproduct materials, and procedure used to determine compliance.

(3) An act of God; radon.220 from thorium byproduct materials. These records shall be kept in a form suitable
(4) An act of war; to the atmosphere so as not to exceed an f r transfer to the custodial agency at the

time of transfer of the site to DOE or a State(5) A judicial or administrative order or average 2 release rate of 20 picocuries per
decision. or change to the statutory, square meter per second (pCi/m's) to the for long-term care if requested.

regulatory, or other legal requirements extent practicable throughout the effective (5) Near surface cover materials (i e.,,

applicable to the hcensee's facility that design life determined pursuant to (t)(i) of within the top three meters) may not include
waste or rock that contains elevated levels ofwould preclude or delay the performance of this Criterion. In computing required tailings

attivities re.q. uired for compliance; cover thicknesses. moisture in soils in excess radium; soils used for near surface cover
(0) Labor disturbances; of amounts found normally in similar soils in must be essentially the same, as far as
(7) Any modifications, cessation or delay similar circtynstances may not be considered. ~ radioactivity is concerned, as that of

ordered by State Federal, or local agencies; Direct gamma euposure from the tailings or surrounding surface soils. This is to ensure

(8) Delays beyond the time reasonably wastes should be reduced to background that surface radon exhalation is not

required in obtaining necessary government levels. The effects of any thin synthetic layer significantly above backgroutid because of
permits. licenses, approvals, or consent for may not be taken into account in determining the cover matenal itself.
activities described in the redamation plan the calculated radon exhalation level. If non. (6) The design requirements in this

pmposed by the licensee that result from soil materials are proposed as cover criterion for longevity and control of radon
agency failure to take final action after the materials. it must be demonstrated that these releases apply to any portion of a licensed
licensee has made a good faith, timely effort materials will not crack or degrade by and/c,r disposal site unless such portion
to submit legally sufficient applications. differential settlement, weathering, or other contains a concentration of radium in land,

responses to requests (including relevant data mechanism, over long. term intervals. averaged over areas of 100 square meters,

requested by the agencies), or other (2) As soon as reasonably achievable after which, as a result of byproduct material, does
information. including approval of the emplacement of the final cover to limit not exceed the background level by more
redamation plan; and releases of radon 222 from uranium than; (i) 5 picocuries per gram (pCi/g) of

(9) An act or omission of any third party byproduct material and prior to placement of radium-226.or,in the case of thorium
oser whom the licensee has no control. eiosion protection barriers or other features byproduct material, radium-228, averagedl

Anal todon barrier means the earthen necessary for long term control of the over the first 15 centimeters (cm) below the
cover (or approved alternative cover) over tailings, the licensee shall verify through surface, and (ii) 15 pCilg of radium 226 or,
tailings or waste constructed to comply with appropriate testing and analysis that the in the case of thorium byproduct material.
Criterion 6 of this appendix (excluding design and construction of the final radon radium-228, averaged over 15-cm thick layers
crosion protection features). barner is effective in limiting releases of more than 15 cm below the surface.

radon 222 to a level not exceeding 20 pCi/ (7) The licensee shall also address the* * * * *

MJestone means an action or event that is m 2s averaged over the entire pile or nonradiological hazards associated with the

required to occur by an enforceable date. impoundment using the procedures wastes in planning and implementing
described in 40 CFR part 61, appendix B, closure. The licensee shall ensure that
Method in, er another method of disposal areas are c:cxd in a manner that

.

Open:tmn means that a uranium or verification approved by the Commission as minimizes the need for further maintenance.
thotium mill tailings pile or impoundment is being at least as effective in demunstrating To the extent necessary to prevent threats to
being used for the continued placement of the effectiveness of the final redon barrier. human health and the environment, the

,

byproduct material or is in standby status for (3) When phased emplacement of the final licenseo shall control, minimize. or eliminate
such placement. A pile or impoundment is radon barrier is included in the applicable post closure escape of nonradiological
in operation from the day that byproduct hazardous constituents, leachate,
matenal is first placed in the pile or i n en horium byproduct materia the contaminated rainwater or waste
impoundment until the day final closure standard applies only to design. Monitoring for decomposition products to the ground or

8 "8' radon emissions from thorium byproduct materials surface waters or to the atmosphere.5

aher installation of an appropriately designed cover Criterion 6A (1) For impoundments* * * * *

Heclamation plan, for the purposes of is not required. - containing uranium byproduct materials, the
,

Criterion 6A, means the plan detailing *This average applies to the entire surface of each final radon barrier must be completed as '

activities to accomplish reclamation of the dispaal area over a period of a least one year, but expeditiously as pmeticable considering |

tailings or waste disposal area in accordance a period short compared to too years. Radon will technologicof feosibility after the pile or I
c me fmm both byproduct materials and from impoundment ceases operation in iwith the tec hnical criteria of this appendix.

The reclamation plan must include a i r ds iIu1 accordance with a written Commission-' '" ' "
n si s rt e ing

schedule for reclamation milestones that are a closure plan for each site. The siandard. however. approved reclamation plan. (The term os
key to the completion of the final radon apphes only to emissions from byproduct maierials expeditiously as pmeticable considering
barrier including as appropriate, but not to the atmosphere. technologicof feosibility as specifically

'

|
|
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